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Abstract
This paper presents intuitive interpretations of tightly focused beams of light by drawing analogies
with two-dimensional electrostatics,magnetostatics andﬂuid dynamics.Weuse aHelmholtz
decomposition of the transverse electric ﬁeld components in the transverse plane to introduce
generalized radial and azimuthal polarization states. This reveals the interplay between transverse and
longitudinal electric ﬁeld components in a transparent fashion. Our approach yields a comprehensive
understanding of tightly focused laser beams, whichwe illustrate through several insightful examples.
1. Introduction
Unless the beam’s transverse electric ﬁeld components are divergence-free in the two-dimensional transverse
plane [1], tightly focused light typically leads to a non-negligible longitudinal electric ﬁeld component [2, 3],
where the terms longitudinal and transverse electric ﬁeld components refer to the components of the electric
ﬁeld that are parallel or perpendicular, respectively, to the direction of themean Poynting ﬂux.Having a
longitudinal electric ﬁeld component does not add a newdegree of freedom, in the sense that all components of
the electric andmagnetic ﬁelds are stillﬁxed by prescribing two components in a plane.However, it is the electric
ﬁeld component parallel to the direction of the Poynting ﬂux, and thatmakes it somewhat special. Taking the
longitudinal electric ﬁeld component properly into account leads to a range of novel physical phenomena, such
as a signiﬁcant decrease of the focal spot size [4, 5], the realization of so-called ‘needle beams’ [6] andMöbius
strips in the polarization of light [7]. In the context of light-matter interaction, taking into account the effect of
the longitudinal electric ﬁeld component can be crucial [8], and itmay even dominate over the transverse
components [9].
While the longitudinal electricﬁeld component and its interplay with the transverse components has
attracted signiﬁcant interest over the last two decades [3, 10, 11, 12], the discussion has usually been limited to
special cases assuming certain spatial symmetries, and a simple and general intuitive picturewould be highly
desirable. This paper aims to provide such a picture, and presents a novel approach towards an intuitive
understanding of tightly focused beams bymaking analogies withﬂuid dynamics andwith two-dimensional
magneto- and electrostatics. For this, a two-dimensionalHelmholtz decomposition of the transverse electric
ﬁeld components in the transverse plane [1] is key. TheHelmholtz decomposition allows the generalization of
the notion of ‘radial’ and ‘azimuthal’ polarization in the followingway: radial polarization corresponds to an
electric ﬁeld that is ‘curl-free’ in the transverse plane—which aswe shall see can be interpreted as aﬂow solely
due to sinks and sources without vorticity—and is the part of theﬁeld that gives rise to the longitudinal
polarization. An azimuthally polarized electric ﬁeld is ‘divergence-free’ in the transverse plane—analogouswith a
ﬂow solely due to vorticity without any sinks or sources—and does not give rise to any longitudinal electric ﬁeld
component. Employing those polarization states turns out to be very useful for computing numerically exact
solutions toMaxwell’s equations with structured electricﬁeld components, andmoreover facilitates an intuitive
understanding of tightly focused vector beams.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2we introduce the nomenclature, present the equations of
motion, and detail the connection between radially and azimuthally polarized ﬁelds, and curl- and divergence-
free solutions in the transverse plane. In section 3we draw analogies with electrostatics,magnetostatics and ﬂuid
dynamics, hence presenting intuitive interpretations of ﬁelds that are ‘divergence-free’ and ‘curl-free’ in the
transverse plane. Finally, in section 4we present several intuitive examples to illustrate the analogies and convey
an appreciation of the concept of generalized radial and azimuthal polarization states. Starting with basic
Laguerre–Gaussian (LG)modes, we show constructions of complex random and topological beams.
2.Model
The three electric ﬁeld components of a tightly focusedmonochromatic beam (frequencyω, wavelengthλ=2π
c/ω, vacuum light velocity c) in free space are described by
 + =^ ^( ) ( ) ( )z k zE r E r, , 0, 12 02
 =  + ¶ =^ ^ ^· ( ) · ( )z EE r E, 0. 2z z
Wehave introduced w p l= = ( )k c 202 2 2 2, the transverse coordinates =^ ( )x yr , , and the transverse electric
ﬁeld componentsE⊥=(Ex, Ey). Inwhat follows, we consider thewavelengthλ to be aﬁxed scaling parameter to
equation (1). Note thatE represents the complex amplitude vector of the beam; the full electric ﬁeld has an
additional trivial time-dependence w-( )texp i that is omitted here.
For a given amplitude vector in the focal plane5Ef(r⊥)=E(r⊥, z=0), the propagation in the positive z
direction can be easily computed in the transverse spatial Fourier domain as
=^ ^ ^ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )( )zE k E k, e , 3k zkf i z
where = -^ ^( )k kk kz 02 2 and k⊥=(kx, ky); the symbolˆ denotes the Fourier transformwith respect to r⊥. It
is important to note thatEf cannot be arbitrarily prescribed in all three components.We use a two-dimensional
Helmholtz decomposition to depict themost general expression for the two transverse components, as [1]
= - ¶¶ + -
¶
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where ^( )rV and ^( )rW denote arbitrary (sufﬁciently well behaved) scalar potentials. Theﬁrst term,whichwe
denote = -^ ^VE Vf, , corresponds to aﬁeld that is curl-free in the transverse two-dimensional plane, that is,
 ´ =^ ^E 0Vf, . The second termwe denote = ¶ -¶^ ( )W WE ,W y xf, , which gives rise to a divergence-free ﬁeld in
the transverse two-dimensional plane,6 that is,  =^ ^· E 0Wf, . The longitudinal electric ﬁeld component Ez is
therefore coupled solely to ^E Vf, , and together with the potentialV it obeys a Poisson equation
D = ¶^ ^ = ^( ) ∣ ( ) ( )V Er r . 5z z z 0
Because the z dependence of Ez is known from equation (3), Ez
f can be readily obtained in Fourier space from
- =^ ^ ^ ^ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )V k Ek k k ki . 6z z2 f
For given potentialsV andW the full solution can therefore bewritten in transverse Fourier space as
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Hence, the potentialV generates the electric ﬁeldEV, the three vector components of which are in general
nonzero. Byway of contrast, the potentialW generates the electricﬁeldEW, the longitudinal component of
which vanishes ( =E 0zW ). For reasonswhich become clear in section 4.1wewill callEV radially polarized, and
EWazimuthally polarized. Other polarization states imply certain conditions on the potentialsV andW:
transverse linear polarization, withαEx=(1−α)Eywith 0α1, requires
a a a a- - = + -^ ^[ ( ) ] ˆ ( ) [ ( ) ] ˆ ( ) ( )k k V k k Wk k1 1 ; 8x y y x
5
Any other z=constant plane could also be used.
6
The electricﬁeld in vacuumalways fulﬁlls  =· E 0. Hence, the restriction ‘in the transverse two-dimensional plane’ is crucial in the
present context.
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and transverse circular polarization, withEx=±iEy, requires
= ^ ^ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )V Wk ki . 9
These deﬁnitions do not involve the longitudinal component Ez, which is why they are termed transverse. From
equations (8) and (9), thewell-known fact that any nonzero linearly or circularly polarized ﬁeld necessarily gives
rise to a longitudinal electricﬁeld component becomes immediately clear; in these casesV is nonzero and has a
nontrivial spatial dependence, and hence equation (5) gives rise to a nonzeroEz. Throughout this paper, wewill
refer to these transverse polarization states whenwemention linear and circular polarization.Wenote, however,
that in the deﬁnitions for linear and circular polarization involving all three electricﬁeld components (see, e.g.
[11]) both cases would be elliptically polarized.
Beforewe consider analogies and interpretations of the expressions found, wewould like to connect our
approach to the respective literature. The generating potentials for tightly focused vector beamswere formulated
in [11, 13]: given a scalar solutionΨ to the scalarHelmholtz equation, we canwrite down the transverse
magnetic polarized ﬁeld (TMpolarization) as µ ¶ Y -¶ Y( )B , , 0y x , and the associated electric ﬁeld reads
µ ¶ ¶ Y ¶ ¶ Y -¶ Y - ¶ Y( )E , ,x z y z x y2 2 . Hence, a TMbeamcorresponds to aﬁeldEVwithV∝∂zΨ in our
nomenclature. The transverse electric polarized ﬁeld (TEpolarization) can be readily obtained via the dual
transformation  cE B and  - cB E , corresponding to aﬁeldEWwithW∝Ψ in our nomenclature.
However, the notations TMandTEpolarization are usually used in the context of two-dimensional systemswith
translational invariance in one direction (Fresnel reﬂection, waveguides, etc.), and thuswe do not adopt them
here.Moreover, this paper focuses primarily on the electric ﬁeldE and henceforthwewill not discuss the
magnetic ﬁeldB. An experimental visualization of the structures presented in this workwould entail some form
of atom-light interactions, and it is well known that the electric ﬁeld dominates themagnetic ﬁeldwhen
interactingwith charges in amedium (see, e.g. [14]).
3. Interpretations and analogies
Let us now interpret the equations from the last section and lay out analogies with two-dimensional electro- and
magnetostatics andﬂuid dynamics.
3.1. Curl-freeﬁelds produced by potentialV
Weﬁrst consider ﬁeldsEV that are curl-free in the transverse plane, that is,ﬁelds obtainedwhenW=0. The aim
is to understand how the transverse electric ﬁeld components ^E Vf, relate to the longitudinal component Ezf .
Equation (5) represents a Poisson equation in two dimensions for the potentialV(x, y), the solution of which in
transverse Fourier space is given by equation (6). The source term for this Poisson equation is given by ¶ =∣Ez z z 0,
which depends on the transverse coordinates r⊥ only.
The source term ¶ =∣Ez z z 0 involves the longitudinal derivative, and not the component Ezf directly. However,
making use of equation (3) in transverse Fourier space we can approximate the source term to lowest order as
¶ = » += ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
ˆ ∣ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )E k E k E
k
k k k k
k
i i , 10z z z z z z0
f
0
f
2
0
2
thereby disposing of this derivative term. Equation (10) is of course only a rough estimate, with an error that
growswith the degree of the light’s non-paraxiality. It nevertheless gives an idea of the qualitative behavior of Ez
f ,
as will be illustrated in section 4.
To see the analogywith two-dimensional electrostatics, wemust simply identify-¶ =∣Ez z z 0with a charge
density ρ(x, y). The transverse electric ﬁeld components ^E Vf, then follow from the same equations as the two-
dimensional electrostatic ﬁeld ^( )x yE ,s , as summarized in table 1.
There is, however, a subtlety related to this analogy requiring comment. The opticalﬁeld amplitudeE is
complex-valued, and the full electricﬁeld has a temporal dependence that is hidden in this representation,
unlike the two-dimensional electrostatic ﬁeldwhich is real-valued and time-independent. Thus, in general, we
must separate the real and imaginary parts ofE and solve two ‘electrostatic’ problems.
Table 1.Analogywith electrostatics in two dimensions.
Electrostatics (2D) W=0 solutions
Charge: ρ(x, y) -¶ =∣Ez z z 0
Curl-free:  ´ =^ ^E 0s  ´ =^ ^E 0Vf,
Field: f= -^ ^Es = -^ ^VE Vf,
Poisson-eq.: Δ⊥f=−ρ(x, y) D = ¶^ =∣V Ez z z 0
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3.2.Divergence-freeﬁelds produced by potentialW
Herewe are interested in solutionsEW that are divergence-free in the transverse plane (V= 0, and consequently
=E 0zW ). The potentialW can be interpreted as the longitudinal component of a vector potential, that is,
=  ´ eWE W zf, . Then, by taking the curl of this equation, we get
D = ¶ - ¶^ ^ ^ ^( ) ( ) ( ) ( )W E Er r r , 11y x x yf f
a Poisson equation for the potentialW.
This leads to a straightforward analogywithmagnetostatics7. If we identify the potentialWwith the only
nonzero component Az
s of amagnetic vector potential
=^ ^( ) ( ) ( )A eAr r , 12z zs s
the induced staticmagnetic ﬁeld =  ´B As s can be associatedwith E Wf, . The static current density follows
from m ´ =B Js 0 s, andﬂows perpendicular to the (x,y)plane under consideration.Hence, Jzs is the only
nonzero component, and corresponds to the negative source term in equation (11). The completemagnetostatic
analogy is summarized in table 2.
A similar remark as given above concerning the complex-valued optical ﬁeld amplitude applies, in that two
real-valuedmagnetostatic problemsmay need to be solved to describe one curl-free optical ﬁeld. Furthermore, it
is important to note that this represents a formal analogy only; the analogmagnetic ﬁeld Bsmust not be confused
with themagnetic ﬁeldB of the vector beam (see also the discussion at the very end of section 2).
3.3. Fields produced by both potentialsV andW
In themost general situation, both potentialsV andW are nonzero. In this case the opticalﬁeld
= +E E EV Wf f, f, has a perfect analogy inﬂuid dynamics [15]. For aﬂuidwith density ñ andﬂowvelocity ﬁeld
u, conservation ofmass dictates the continuity equation
 ¶ +  =( ) · [ ( ) ( )] ( )t t tr r u r, , , 0. 13t
Weconsider a layer of this ﬂuid in a z=constant plane, e.g. z=0, with in- and outﬂow ñuz into the layer.We
denote theﬂow velocityﬁeld in this layer = =^ ^( ) ( )zu r u r , 0l . In the stationary situation (∂tñ=0), and
furthermore assuming homogenity and incompressibility (∇ñ=0), we ﬁnd that
 = -¶^ ^ ^ = ^· ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )uu r r . 14z z zl 0
Equation (14) is identical to equation (2) if we identify ^ul with ^E f , andwewrite = +^ ^ ^u u ul l,cf l,df , where ^ul,cf is
curl-free in the z=0 plane ( ´ =^ ^u 0l,cf ), and ^ul,df divergence-free ( =^ ^· u 0l,df ).
The analogy between ^ul,cf and E Vf, follows immediately: the curl-free velocity ﬁeld ^ul,cf can bewritten as the
negative gradient of the so-called velocity potentialf, and the spatial in- and outﬂow rate ¶ =∣uz z z 0 acts as a
source term in the Poisson equation for the velocity potential, as shown in table 3.
Following [15], let us now turn towards the divergence-free (two-dimensional) velocity ﬁeld ^ul,df , which
obeys the continuity equation
¶ + ¶ =^ ^( ) ( ) ( )u ur r 0. 15x x y yl,df l,df
This implies that the differential y = -u y u xd d dx yl,df l,df is exact, and the scalar stream functionψ can be found
(up to a constant) as line integral from some reference point to a given point 
 



ò òy y y- = = -( ) ( ) ( )u y u xd d d . 16x yl,df l,df
In particular any integration curve joining the two points yields the same result8. Inﬂuid dynamics, the stream
function characterizes theﬂowvelocity quite intuitively, as already suggested by its name. The ‘ﬂux’ across a
Table 2.Analogywithmagnetostatics in two dimensions.
Magnetostatics with = ^( )J eJ rz zs s V=0 solutions
Current: m = ¶ - ¶J B Bz x y y x0 s s s ¶ - ¶E Ex y y xf f
Div.-free:  =^ ^· B 0s  =^ ^· E 0Wf,
Field: = ¶ -¶^ ( )A AB ,y z x zs s s = ¶ -¶^ ( )W WE ,W y xf,
Poisson-eq.: mD = -^A Jz zs 0 s D = ¶ - ¶^W E Ey x x yf f
7
We follow the common terminology which labelsmagneticﬁelds of stationary currents asmagnetostatic, even though time inversion
symmetry is violated.
8
We consider a simply connected region.
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closed curve, that is,  = , is zero. Since the ‘ﬂux’ across any curve joining the two points  and depends
only on the values ofψ at these two points, it is clear thatψ is constant along a streamline.
Inﬂuid dynamics, one commonly deﬁnes the vorticity as
w =  ´ = ¶ - ¶ = W^ ( ) ( )e eu uu . 17x y y x z zl l l
The vorticity vector is oriented perpendicular to our plane of interest, and its nonzero componentΩ, together
with the stream functionψ, obeys a Poisson equation:
yD = -W^ ^ ^( ) ( ) ( )r r . 18
Hence, ^E Wf, can be interpreted as the divergence-free velocityﬁeld ^ul,df of a two-dimensional incompressible
ﬂuid, which is composed of vortices only and does not contain sources or sinks. The potentialWmust be
associatedwith theﬂuid stream functionψ determined by the longitudinal componentΩ of the vorticity w. The
full analogy is summarized in table 4.
In summary, we note that two-dimensional incompressible ﬂuid dynamics permits coverage of the cases of
both curl- and divergence-free ﬁelds (V= 0 andW= 0, respectively), as shown in tables 3 and 4, and thus
represents a uniﬁed analogy. Onemust bear inmind, however, that inﬂuid dynamics the ﬂow velocity ﬁeld u is
real valued, and so in general twoﬂuid problems are necessary to represent one complex optical ﬁeld.
4. Examples
Wenowpresent several intuitive examples to illustrate ourﬁndings, highlighting the concept of generalized
radial and azimuthal polarization, and exploiting the aforementioned analogies to construct numerically exact
vector beams.
There are two general remarks to bemade before prescribing any potential orﬁeld components. Firstly, the
relevant quantitiesmust not contain any evanescent amplitudes, that is, in the transverse Fourier domain k^ all
ﬁelds and potentialsmust be zero for ^ kk2 02. Otherwise, equation (3) gives an exponentially growing solution
for negative z, which renders it unphysical in the bulk. Therefore, in the examples that followwe systematically
apply theﬁlter function

l=
-
-
<
^ ^
^
^
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( ) ( ) ( )k k
k
k
H k
k
k
exp
1
2
for
0 for
19k 2 2 0 2
2
0
2
2
0
2
0
to these quantities. Secondly, equation (2) implies that = =^ˆ ( )E k 0 0zf for solutions propagating in the z
direction. This is automatically fulﬁlledwhen Ez
f (or ¶ =∣Ez z z 0) is computed froma given potentialV. However, if
Ez
f (or ¶ =∣Ez z z 0) is prescribed, special caremust be taken. A suitableﬁlter function is then
= - l^ - ^( ) ( )( )kH 1 e , 20k0 3 2
whichwe have applied in the examples belowwhen needed.
Table 4.Analogywith divergence-free velocity ﬁeld ﬂow.
Fluid dynamics (2D) V=0 solutions
Vorticity: W = ¶ - ¶u ux y y xl l ¶ - ¶E Ex y y xf f
Div.-free:  =^ ^· u 0l,df  =^ ^· E 0Wf,
Field: y y= ¶ -¶^ ( )u ,y xl,df = ¶ -¶^ ( )W WE ,W y xf,
Poisson-eq.: yD = -W D = ¶ - ¶W E Ey x x yf f
Table 3.Analogywith curl-free velocity ﬁeldﬂow.
Fluid dynamics (2D) W=0 solutions
Sources and sinks: ¶ =∣uz z z 0 ¶ =∣Ez z z 0
Curl-free:  ´ =^ ^u 0l,cf  ´ =^ ^E 0f, V
Field: f= -^ ^ul,cf = -^ ^VEf, V
Poisson-eq.: fD = ¶^ =∣uz z z 0 D = ¶^ =∣V Ez z z 0
5
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4.1. Radial and azimuthal polarization
Let usﬁrst consider the simplest examples of bell-shapedV andW potentials, producing classic radially and
azimuthally polarized vector beams, respectively. In terms of LG proﬁles, we therefore take s ^( )rLG00 , that is, a
simpleGaussian, ﬁxing its width toσ=λ/2. As explained above, wemustﬁlter the potentials in the transverse
Fourier domain bymultiplying themby Hk0 in order to remove evanescent waves.
4.1.1. Gaussian ‘electrostatic potential’V
Given that we use the constraintW=0, andV is chosen to be a real-valued function, we require only the real
parts of ^E Vf, and ¶ =∣Ez z z 0, and the imaginary part of Ezf .We therefore depict these components only inﬁgure 1,
which displays the resulting radially polarized beam. It follows straightforwardly that we get two dipole-like light
distributions in the transverse electric ﬁeld components from such a bell-shaped ‘electrostatic potential’V.
Going furtherwith this analogy, the ‘charge density’ l l-¶ µ - -= ^ ^∣ ( ) ( )r rE 1 2 exp 2z z z 0 2 2 2 2 inducing such a
potential consists of a positive hump and a negative ring. The shape of this ‘charge density’ is very close to the
longitudinal component Ez
f , which justiﬁes the estimation given by equation (10).
4.1.2. Gaussian ‘magnetic vector potential’W
Inorder to produce an azimuthally polarized vector beam,we simply letW be the real-valuedGaussian, and set
V=0. Figure 2 shows that the vector ﬁeld ^E Wf, is tangential to the contour lines ofW. This is exactly what one
would expect from themagnetostatic analogy, whereW corresponds to the longitudinal component Az
s of the
magnetic vector potential.We do not depict the static current density Jz
s that would generate such a vector
potential and respectivemagnetostatic ﬁeld.However, its proﬁle has exactly the same form as the ‘charge
density’-¶ =∣Ez z z 0 inﬁgure 1: a positive bell-shaped current density at the center, surrounded by a negative ring-
like return current.
4.1.3. Circularly polarized vortex beam
In section 2, we discussed how to choose the potentialsV andW such that the transverse ﬁelds are circularly
polarized, namely =W Vi . Hence, complex superposition of theﬁelds shown inﬁgures 1 and 2 should give a
circularly polarized beam. Inﬁgure 3we display the resulting transverse ﬁeld components Ex
f and Ey
f , which are
indeed two singly charged vortices. The corresponding longitudinal electric ﬁeld component Ez
f is not shown,
because it is the same as that shown inﬁgure 1.
This rather straightforward construction of circularly polarized beamsworks for any pair of generalized
radially and azimuthally polarized beamswith±iW=V. Themotivation for this consideration stems from the
fact that in such an arrangement one has a beam that is both linearly (the longitudinal electric ﬁeld component)
aswell as circularly polarized (the transverse polarization components). This could play an important role for
imprinting structures ontomatter, since the longitudinal electricﬁeld component could drive a different
transition to the transverse electric ﬁeld components.
Figure 1.A real-valuedGaussian potential lµ - ^( )rV exp 2 2 2 produces a radially polarized beam. The transverse electric ﬁeld ^E Vf, is
indicated by arrows. The induced ﬁeld components and the ‘charge density’-¶ =∣Ez z z 0 are shown on the right.
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4.2. Longitudinal vortex beam
Let us nowuse our previousﬁndings to construct a beam featuring a singly charged vortex in its longitudinal
component Ez
f . Because such a vortex is composed of two orthogonal dipoles in the real and imaginary parts, we
may start with a dipole.Moreover, wewant tomake use of theﬂuid dynamics analogy, and prescribe a real-
valued dipole in the ‘spatial in- and outﬂow rate,’ l¶ µ -= ^∣ ( )rE x exp 2z z z 0 2 2 . The induced velocity potential is
easily obtained in the transverse Fourier domain as
f lµ - ^ ^ˆ ( ) ( )k kH k exp 8 , 21k xdipole 2 2 20
wherewe apply the ﬁlter function Hk0 to remove any evanescent waves. The resulting potential in position space
is shown inﬁgure 4, togetherwith all electric ﬁeld components. In terms of theﬂuid dynamics analogy, wherewe
interpret the transverse ﬁeld as theﬂow velocity, a very intuitive picture arises: peak and trough of the dipole in
¶ =∣Ez z z 0 act like source and sink for the ‘ﬂow.’With the approximation equation (10), even the longitudinal
component Ez
f by itself can be identiﬁedwith the source of the ‘transverse ﬂow.’
In principle, we can now construct a beamwith the desired singly charged vortex in its longitudinal
component by employing the potential f f= ( ) ( ) ( )V x y x y y x, , i ,dipole dipole , that is, by adding fdipole
rotated by±π/2 as the imaginary part ofV. The resulting beam is radially polarized in the generalized sense
Figure 2.A real-valuedGaussian potential lµ - ^( )rW exp 2 2 2 produces an azimuthally polarized beam. The purely transverse
electric ﬁeld ^E Wf, is indicated by arrows. The inducedﬁeld components are shown on the right ( =E 0zf ).
Figure 3.Transverse ﬁeld components of a circularly polarized single charge vortex beamproduced by complex superposition of
ﬁgures 1 and 2, that is, l= µ - ^( )rV Wi exp 2 2 2 .
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introduced earlier, becauseW=0. It is, however, not the easiest realization of a longitudinal vortex, as wewill
see below.
The transverse electric ﬁeld components Ex
Vf, and Ey
Vf, shown inﬁgure 4 appear to be relatively intricate, and
so the natural question arises whether it is possible to simplify the ‘transverse ﬂow’ by adding a divergence-free
velocityﬁeld through an appropriate stream functionψ. Themain ﬂow is clearly in the positive x direction, and
sowemay choose the stream functionψ such that the y component of the totalﬂow velocity is zero. Equation (8)
tells us that y f= -ˆ ˆk ky xdipole will sufﬁce, which translates into y f= -( ) ( )x y y x, ,dipole in position space.
And indeed, ﬁgure 5 conﬁrms that = -E Ey W y Vf, f, , that is, the total ‘transverse ﬂow’ is parallel to ex.
Hence, the potentials f f= ( ) ( ) ( )V x y x y y x, , i ,dipole dipole and f= - ( ) ( )W x y y x, ,dipole
f ( )x yi ,dipole produce a longitudinal vortex as well, but withmuch simpler transverse ﬁeld components. Figure 6
shows the resulting opticalﬁelds (for the+ sign), and it even turns out that transverse components are bell-
shaped.Moreover, the transverse ﬁeld is circularly polarized, asW=iV.We have therefore constructed the
solution reported in [16], where a longitudinal vortexwas achieved by tightly focusing a circularly polarized bell-
shaped light distribution.
It is important to note that the choice of the ‘stream function’W is the degree of freedomone haswhen only
the longitudinal electric ﬁeld component is prescribed. In the present example, we usedW to simplify the
transverse electric ﬁeld components. In section 4.4, wewill demonstrate thatW can be used aswell to engineer
certain topological properties of the transverse ﬁelds.
Figure 4.A real-valued dipole is prescribed in ¶ =∣Ez z z 0, and the resulting potential f=V dipole (see text for details) is used to compute
the electricﬁeld components.
Figure 5.The real-valued potential f= -( ) ( )W x y y x, ,dipole (see text for details) produces = -E Ey W y Vf, f, ofﬁgure 4.
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4.3. Randombeam
Let us prescribe a rather complicated longitudinal ﬁeld component Ez
f—a randombeam, as shown inﬁgure 7.
For this case, we simply consider a super-Gaussian beamproﬁle in l-( ( ) )E r, exp 10zf 10 10 , andmultiply the
latter with complex randomnumbers at each point of the numerical grid. The complex-valued random
numbers are constructed as x p x= ( )f exp 2 i1 2 , with real-valued randomnumbers x Î [ ]0, 11,2 . The resulting
beamproﬁle is thenmultiplied in transverse Fourier space by bothﬁlter functions Hk0 andH0, as introduced
above. In order to facilitate comparisonwith previousﬁgures, we choose to show ( )I Ezf , such that all other
derived quantities in ﬁgure 7 are real valued. Furthermore, we plot only the center part of the beam.
Wenowmake several important remarks regarding ﬁgure 7. First of all, the ‘charge density’-¶ =∣Ez z z 0, to
oncemore take the electrostatic analogy, features a pattern very close to that prescribed in ( )I Ezf . Thismeans
that even here the approximation equation (10) yields insight, and the longitudinal component Ez
f can be
identiﬁed directly as a ‘charge density.’Moreover, ﬁgure 7 shows very nicely how the landscape of the
‘electrostatic potential’ ( )R V induced by ( )I Ezf ‘shapes’ the transverse electric ﬁeld components ^( )R Ef,V . In
contrast to the previous examples, the peaks and troughs of ( )I Ezf cannot be directly related to the peaks and
troughs of ( )R V . This can be understood by thinking ofV as being a convolution between theGreen’s function
of the two-dimensional Poisson equation (which is long-ranged) and the ‘charge density’: the convolution
Figure 6.Abell-shaped circularly polarized transverse ﬁeld produces a singly charged vortex in Ez
f . The off-axis signﬂips in the phase
plot are due to theﬁlter function Hk0 (see text).
Figure 7.A randomproﬁle is prescribed in ( )I Ezf (see text for details). The real-valued ‘charge density’-¶ =∣Ez z z 0 looks very similar.
Corresponding potentialV and transverseﬁeld components are shown aswell.
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cannot resolve the delicate structure of the source term and simply smears it out. This also explains why the
structures in the transverse ﬁeld components are larger than those in Ez
f .
4.4. Linked trefoils in transverse and longitudinal components
Wediscussed the remaining degrees of freedomwhen ﬁxing the longitudinal electric ﬁeld component Ez
f in
section 4.2, where theywere exploited to simplify the transverse proﬁles. In principle, nothing prevents us from
prescribing twoﬁeld components, say Ez
f and Ey
f , in the focal plane. This allows us to engineer both transverse
and longitudinal components, and the potentialsV andW determine the complete opticalﬁeld via equation (7).
Here, wewill demonstrate the tremendous possibilities of creating customized vector beams by creating
knotted vortex lines in the longitudinal and one transverse electric ﬁeld component (Ey). Apart fromoptics,
knotted and linked vortex lines have also recently been studied in a range of different contexts, such as classical
ﬂuid dynamics [17], excitablemedia [18–21], nematic colloids [22–24] and superﬂuids such as Bose–Einstein
condensates [25, 26]. In the present context, optical vortex knots [1, 27, 28] can be used to imprint topological
light structures onto the latter [29, 30].
The topology of the two knots we envisage is sketched inﬁgure 8: the vortex lines of the Ey andEz
components form two linked trefoil knots. To create such a vector beam, the respective components can be
prescribed in the focal plane as
= - + - -s s s s s ( )E 5LG 7LG 40LG 18LG 30LG , 22yf 00 01 02 03 30y y y y y
= - + - -s s s s s ( )E 8LG 18LG 40LG 18LG 34LG , 23zf 00 01 02 03 30z z z z z
withσy=0.42λ andσz=0.5λ. The formulas of equation (23)were obtained according to [27, 30], with
coefﬁcients adapted to the non-paraxial situation [1].Weﬁlter in transverse Fourier space with Hk0 andH0,
where the latter is only necessary for Ez
f .
Even though atﬁrst glance the two linked vortex knots inﬁgure 8may seem somewhat contrived, they
highlight that vortex lines in different electric ﬁeld components can be chosen to be arbitrarily closewithout
reconnecting. This is not possible for vortex lines in a single electric ﬁeld component, which could be of
importancewhen considering inscribing these vortex lines ontomatter. Furthermore, such a topology
demonstrates the tremendous possibilities of structured light.
The transverse electric ﬁeld component Ex
f is fully determined by equation (23). Even though Ez
f and Ey
f
haveﬁnite support, Ex
f is nonzero on a semi-inﬁnite interval and thus impractical (seeﬁgure 8). Such semi-
inﬁniteﬁeld components occurwhen at least one of the other components integrated over the respective
variable does not vanish: in our case, = ¹ˆ ( )E k k0, 0y z x y,f . Nevertheless, this problemof impractical ﬁeld
components can be circumvented by simply attenuating the beamwith, e.g. a sufﬁciently wide super-Gaussian
proﬁle, without affecting the propagation of the components of interest close to the optical axis. Additional
satellite spots will appear far from the axis, but we have checked that for a super-Gaussian l- ^[ ( ) ]rexp 1010 10
those spots do not interfere with the linked vortex knots.
Figure 8.Two linked trefoils in different components of the electric ﬁeld: the blue line represents the vortex line inEy, the black line
the vortex line inEz. The corresponding (semi-inﬁnite) proﬁles in Ex
f are shown in the upper panels.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a systematic route to construct numerically exact vector beams. Bymeans of a
Helmholtz decomposition of the transverse electric ﬁeld components in a plane transverse to the optical axis, we
show that the full electromagnetic ﬁeld can be generated by two scalar potentialsV andW. The potentialV
produces ‘curl-free’ (in the transverse plane)ﬁelds with a nonzero longitudinal component. The potentialW
produces ‘divergence-free’ (in the transverse plane)ﬁelds with zero longitudinal component.We suggest
naming these generalized radial and azimuthal polarization states, respectively. The decomposition of the optical
ﬁeld into generalized radial (W= 0) and azimuthal (V= 0) polarization states allows us to draw several analogies
with other physical systems, that is, electrostatics, magnetostatics, and ﬂuid dynamics. Bymeans of these
analogies, it is possible develop an intuitive understanding of the interrelation between longitudinal and
transverse electric ﬁeld components, and the scalar potentials assume a ‘physicalmeaning’. Finally, we presented
several examples to illustrate the proposed decomposition and analogies. Besides rather simple conﬁgurations
such as longitudinal vortices, we demonstrated arbitrary randombeams aswell as sophisticated topological light
conﬁgurations. In all these examples, the above analogies were used to explain features in the respective electric
ﬁeld components, or even to conceive the beam conﬁgurations.
We believe that ourﬁndings will broaden the range of accessible vector beams extensively and trigger further
theoretical and experimental investigations involving structured light.
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